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High-energy neutrinos astrophysics is still a very young field of research. Until recently, the
only extra-solar neutrinos observed originated from SN1987A and had MeV energies, well below
the energies expected to be emitted from violent cosmic phenomena like supernova remnants,
active galactic nuclei and gamma-ray bursts. In 2013, after many decades of efforts, the first
cosmic high-energy neutrinos were detected, finally opening this highly anticipated new window
for the exploration of the non-thermal universe. In 2017, this was followed by the first plausible
association of a high-energy neutrino with a source through a world-spanning multi-messenger
campaign. Over 180 contributions at ICRC 2019 impressively demonstrated the dynamics of
the field and the importance of multi-messenger efforts. Here, I attempt to provide an overview
over the field, presenting a selection from the contributions to ICRC based on the corresponding
rapporteur talk at the conference in Madison.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Year 6 of high-energy neutrino astrophysics

1.2 Neutrinos as cosmic messengers
Neutrinos are unique astrophysical messengers in many aspects. Once produced, their low
cross-section allows them to escape even the densest environments of matter and radiation fields:
they can reach us from the deepest core of stars, they can penetrate their expanding shell during
supernova explosions, and they escape the dense radiation fields in the surroundings of the central
engine of AGNs.
Even more so, apart from gravitational waves, they are the only messengers that allow us to
observe the whole visible universe up to the highest energies. In contrast, for electromagnetic
radiation, the universe loses its transparency with increasing energy beyond ∼ 100 GeV through
interactions with omnipresent extra-galactic photon fields like the cosmic microwave background
radiation. In fact, at PeV energies, the visible universe shrinks to the size of our Milky Way.
Furthermore, neutrinos are an unambiguous tracer for the presence of high-energy hadronic
particles thereby taking a unique role in answering one of the most puzzling questions in astrophysics: what are the sources of the ultra-high energy (UHE) cosmic rays that reach energies up to
1020 eV? Electromagnetic radiation, in contrast, can be produced both in interactions of electrons
and hadrons. While gamma-ray observations have provided convincing evidence for cosmic-ray
acceleration in old Galactic supernova remnants up to TeV energies [6], the sources of Galactic
PeV cosmic rays as well as extra-galactic UHE cosmic rays still elude detection.
1.3 Neutrinos at ICRC 2019
The high dynamics of the field was impressively demonstrated at ICRC by over 180 contributions in the form of two review and three highlight talks, as well as 75 talks in parallel sessions and over 100 posters. Hot topics were the interpretation of the observed neutrino emission
1
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Since the discovery of high-energy cosmic neutrinos with the IceCube detector in 2013 [1],
much progress has been made in measuring the spectrum of the TeV–PeV diffuse neutrino flux [2]
and its flavor composition [3]. However, for many years there had been no indications for individual
neutrino sources. This changed in 2017 with the first plausible association of a high-energy neutrino
in IceCube with the active galactic nucleus (AGN) TXS 0506+056 in a multi-messenger campaign
[4] and the observation of a neutrino flare in archival data from the same direction [5]. Despite
these recent successes, however, many questions remain unanswered: does the observed diffuse
neutrino flux consist of several components, how does it continue beyond 10 PeV, what is its flavor
composition?
In order to answer these important questions and deliver on the full capabilities of neutrino
astronomy, it has become evident, that a new generation of instruments is required that provides
higher sensitivities at TeV–PeV energies while covering the full sky, and that extends the energy
range of observed neutrino fluxes up to EeV energies. This new generation of instruments is advancing at a rapid pace as evidenced by the many presentations on new ideas, design studies, R&D
and construction work at ICRC 2019.
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Multi-messenger interpretation of the neutrinos from TXS 0506+056
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ments and prospects in neutrino physics
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in comparison to respective data in the right panel. It is interesting that the optical peak increases
by about a factor of 2.5 during the flare, and the gamma-ray peak by about a factor of 2.52 ' 6.
This ratio is characteristic for an SSC-dominated model: The synchrotron luminosity scales with
the increasing injection of primary electrons, while the GeV gamma-rays from inverse Compton

2. Origin and properties of TeV–PeV neutrinos

3

2.1 Neutrino emission from TXS 0506+056

On Sep. 22, 2017, the IceCube detector recorded a high-energy neutrino of about 290 TeV
(IceCube-170922A) and sent out a public alert. The alert was followed up by several experiments in
neutrinos (ANTARES, Super-Kamiokande [9]), VHE gamma-rays (MAGIC, H.E.S.S., and VERITAS), high-energy gamma-rays (Fermi-LAT, AGILE) and in X-rays, optical, as well as radio [4].
IceCube-170922A was found to be in coincidence with a flare of the blazar TXS 0506+056 as observed by Fermi-LAT at a chance coincidence level of about 3σ [4]. In a subsequent analysis of
archival IceCube data, an excess of high-energy neutrino events of 13 ± 5 was found at the position
of TXS 0506+056 between September 2014 and March 2015 with a chance significance of 3.5σ
[5]. A flaring state in gamma-rays was not observed, though in [10] the authors argue that the
2
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neutrino flare in 2014–2015 remains a challenge as discussed in [11]. In order to address all these
challenges, more sophisticated source models with more than one radiation zone, so called multizone models, have been proposed (for references see [11]) but the still thin data bases for such
flares prevents a final judgment.
Fueled by the TXS 0506+056 event, blazars have been shifting even more into focus as one
3
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Figure 2: Left: All-flavor neutrino production efficiency for blazars of different luminosities. Right:

FIG. 15: Left: All-flavor neutrino production efficiency for blazars of di↵erent luminosities,
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At ICRC 2019, the IceCube collaboration presented updates of their analyses of high-energy
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deposited energy and double cascade length are used. For nt induced double cascades, we expect
the result shown at ICRC 2017. Overall, the best-fit spectra in the different channels are compatible
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spectrum and in double cascade length due to the very small mean reconstructed double cascade
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Figure 1: Left: High-energy diffuse fluxes of three messenger particles [3]. One sees that the energy fluxes
Figure 5: Left: High-energy diffuse fluxes of the three messenger particles. Right: Diffuse neutrino flux
of measured
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rays,muon
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and UHECRs
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in up-going
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analyses
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of magnitude.
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modas the
diffuse gamma-ray
flux (red data
points)
and be
its accommodated
non-blazar contribution
(red shaded).
els,from
in which
[23]. UHECR accelerators with a hard spectral index of s ∼ 2 are embedded in gaseous environments
such as starbursts and galaxy clusters/groups.
Right: The diffuse neutrino flux measured by upgoing muon neutrino searches (blue shaded) and shower
reservoir
models.
In theseasmodels,
previously
acceleratedflux
cosmic
rayspoints)
are confined
the “reservoir
analyses
(black
data points),
well as the
diffuse gamma-ray
(red data
and its in
non-blazar
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e.g. starburst
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above
bution
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data violate
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of the
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gamma-ray
background
if the
are as
optically
thin to the
annihilation
process
which they
escape and
are sources
measured
UHE cosmic
raystwo-photon
(potentially
re-accelerated
e.g.[13].
in galaxy
cluster shocks). Through collisions of cosmic rays with gas in the reservoir region, neutral and
charged pions are produced which decay into PeV neutrinos and gamma. The gamma rays cascade
down to GeV–TeV energies through interactions with radiation fields whereas the neutrinos can
escape the environment unhindered. This model predicts a neutrino spectral break around PeV
energies due to the cosmic rays starting to escape the reservoir region. Another interesting aspect
is the observed neutrino flux below 100 TeV. In the reservoir model with its pp interactions the
predicted diffuse gamma-rays flux (dashed red line in Fig. 5 right) overshoots the observed nonblazar contribution (red shaded area) which indicates that these neutrinos would have to come
from so-called hidden cosmic-ray sources in which gamma rays are effectively absorbed [23].
This scenario should be testable with future neutrino detectors like IceCube-Gen2 or an extended
KM3NeT detector.
Figure 2: Left: Predictions of the galaxy cluster/group model for sub-PeV neutrinos, sub-PeV gamma rays,
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Right:
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though.
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[26], an underwater neutrino telescope in the Mediterranean Sea, has an about 100 times
component is attributed to Galactic sources.

instrumented volume than IceCube. Nevertheless, as it is located in the northern hemisphere, it
has a larger sensitivity to muon neutrinos from the southern sky, in particular for energies below
. 100 TeV
where
the background
from
generated
in the cosmic-ray
atmosphere reservoir
by cosmic-ray
interdifferent
cosmic
messenger
particles.
In muons
this paper,
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that
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also
the
Pierre
Auger
Observatory
[27]
makes
may be responsible for ! 100 TeV neutrinos as well as the sub-TeV gamma rays and UHECRs,

and hidden neutrino sources that are required to explain the 10 − 100 TeV neutrino data.
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important
contributions
(see Section
3). composed of 110 sources was constructed which updates
Source Catalog
Searches:
A catalog
An interesting
new source
result on
searches
with observations.
the IceCube detector
the catalog
in previous
searches
[9]for
bypoint-like
using thesources
latest g-ray
The sizewas
of the
presented
by
the
authors
of
[28].
The
analysis
used
ten
years
of
data
for
an
unbiased
all-sky
scan
catalog was chosen to limit the trial factor applied to the most significant source in the catalog such
as
as source
searches.
Though
statistically
significant
excesswhen
was found
in either
thatwell
a source
withcatalog
a 5s local
p-value
wouldnohave
at least 4s
significance
accounting
for the
analysis
(Fig.
6
right),
the
Seyfert
II
galaxy
NGC
1068,
also
known
as
M77,
in
the
northern
catalog
number of sources examined. This list is composed of Galactic and extragalactic sources which
shows
an intriguing
2.9σ access
after accounting
for statistical
trials
left shows thesource
local preare selected
separately.
Extragalactic
objects are
taken from
the(Fig.
third6 Fermi-LAT
catalog
trial
value).
The
Fermi
position
of
this
source
also
coincides
with
the
most
significant
fluctuation
(3FGL) catalog [16] which provides the highest-energy unbiased measurements of g-ray sources
in the northern sky within 0.35◦ . The entire northern-sky source catalog provides a 3.3σ deviation
over the full sky. Sources 3FGL are weighted according to the product of the integral Fermi-LAT
from the background-only hypothesis with significant contributions from four sources including
flux above 1 GeV and the sensitivity of this analysis at the respective source declination. The
NGC 1068 and TXS 0506+056. Future data will show whether M77 turns out to be the first
5% highest-weighted BL Lacs and FSRQs are selected directly and the minimum integral flux
identified “steady” HE neutrino source.
from the combined selection of BL Lac and FSRQ sources is used as a flux threshold to include
As can be seen from Fig. 6 right, the sensitivity of IceCube to point-like sources decreases
sources marked as unidentified blazars and AGN. Eight Fermi-LAT sources are identified as galaxy
significantly for sources above the horizon due to the large background of atmospheric muons.
types with associated starburst activity. Since these types of objects are thought to host hadronic
On the other hand, for the ANTARES detector most of the southern sky is below the horizon. In
emission [17, 18], they are all included in the final source list.
conjunction with its smaller instrumented volume, its sensitivity to E −2 neutrino spectra turns out
sources
areofincluded
bydepicted
considering
measurements
of very-high-energy
to beGalactic
comparable
to that
IceCubein
inthe
thiscatalog
region as
in Fig.
7 left. Therefore,
a combined
g-ray
sources
from
the
TeVCat
online
catalog
of
>
200
GeV
emitters
[19,
20].
Spectra
analysis of data from ANTARES and IceCube, presented at ICRC by the authors of [29],
leads tofrom
TeVCat
were two
converted
to equivalent
neutrino fluxes,
a purely
hadronicanalyses
origin behind
about
a factor
improvement
which demonstrates
the assuming
high potential
for combined
of
−2.5
the
observed
g-ray
emission,
and
compared
to
the
sensitivity
of
IceCube
at
the
declination
of the
data from different neutrino telescopes. The corresponding sensitivity plot for an E
spectrum
source
Galactic objects
with fluxes
> ANTARES
50% of the detector
analysisfor
sensitivity
limit soft
wereenergy
included
in
Fig. 7(Fig.
right2).
emphasizes
the importance
of the
sources with
in the source
catalog making
a total of 12 Galactic g-ray sources.
spectra
in the southern
hemisphere.
The
final
list
of
neutrino
point-source
candidates iscampaign
a Northern-sky
catalog the
containing
97 obThe success of the TXS 0506+056
multi-messenger
has underlined
importance
jects
(87and
extragalactic
and 10information-distribution
Galactic) and a Southern-sky
catalog
containing
13 sources
(11 exof
a fast
fully developed
infrastructure
providing
sufficient
information for the evaluation of alerts by other instruments. At ICRC 2019, several talks discussed this
aspect, and results obtained so far with IceCube 5([30, 31, 32, 33]), ANTARES ([34, 35]), and
the AMON [36] observatory network ([37]) were presented. Over the past years, we have seen
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4.3

significant progress in this area and recent examples show that there are no larger obstacles for coordinatedCentre
multi-messenger
Galactic
region campaigns anymore, while optimizations and extensions continuously
improve the performance of the infrastructures.

The third search is similar to the Southern-sky search, but restricted to a region around the
2.4Centre
New instrumentation
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gin is of order ten per year. Also, the sensitivity of a single detector is very different throughout
theList
zenith
range:
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is achieved
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events.for different
Table 4:
of the
mostbest
significant
foundwith
when
performing
the Galacticmuon
Centreneutrino
region search
However, above
a few
Earth starts
opaque
for neutrinos
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only a (number
small of signal
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Reported
are10
theTeV
extension
ss of to
thebecome
Gaussian
distribution,
the best-fit
parameters
band around the horizon at PeV energies. Analyses with down-going neutrinos, on the
events, n̂sensitivity
s , spectral index, ĝ, declination, d̂ , right ascension, â), and p-values.
other hand, suffer from the large background of atmospheric muons when using track signatures
ss [ ] resolution
n̂s
ĝ of
d̂ [ cascade
] â[ ]signatures.
pre-trial p-value
post-trial
and the reduced angular
Therefore,
the fullp-value
exploitation of neu4
0.0
6.8
2.8
-42.3
273.0
7.3
⇥
10
0.40
trino astronomy requires larger detectors with similar sensitivity both in the northern and southern
0.5 8.4 2.8 -42.0 273.1
5.2 ⇥ 10 4
0.19
hemisphere.
4
1.0 12.1 2.9 -41.8 274.1
6.9 ⇥ 10
0.15
Fortunately, these detectors are currently either already in the
construction phase or are planned
2.0 20.3 3.0 -40.1 274.1
2.2 ⇥ 10 4
0.03
within the next ten years. Figure 8 shows the possible landscape of neutrino telescopes at the end
of the next decade. In the northern hemisphere, the KM3NeT/ARCA detector [38], located in the
Mediterranean Sea and successor to ANTARES (for KM3NeT/ORCA see Section 5), will provide
6
an instrumented volume of about 1 km3 , slightly larger than the current IceCube detector. At ICRC
2019, its status was discussed and first reconstructed atmospheric muon neutrino candidates were
8
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presented ([39]) using only two lines (detection units). Eventually, the detector will consists of 230
detection units which, for the first time, will provide sufficient sensitivity to detect the neutrino flux
from bright Galactic point-like sources like RX J1713.7-3946 assuming a hadronic production scenario of the observed gamma rays [40] as shown in Fig. 9. Parallel to KM3NeT, the Baikal-GVD
detector [41] located in Lake Baikal is under construction. The detector is divided into clusters of
8 strings, each string equipped with 36 optical sensors. Currently, five clusters have been installed
and the plan is to have eight clusters deployed until 2021, instrumenting a volume of about 0.4 km3 .
In a next phase, the volume is planned to be increased to 1.5 km3 . In a talk, the authors of [42] presented the status of this currently largest detector in the northern hemisphere and showed first track
and cascade candidates of atmospheric neutrinos as well as first constraints on physics scenarios.
A new project called P-ONE [43] plans to utilize the Ocean Networks Canada seafloor infrastructure to build a large-scale neutrino telescope in the northern Pacific. At ICRC, first results from
a pathfinder mission, called STRAW, on the optical properties at Cascadia Basin were presented
([44]). In the southern hemisphere, the IceCube collaboration plans to extend the current IceCube
detector with 120 additional strings instrumenting a volume of about 8 km3 (IceCube-Gen2) [45].
In a first phase, dubbed IceCube Upgrade, the current detector will be extended in the Austral seasons 2022/23 by seven strings with horizontal and vertical module spacing of about 20 m and 3 m,
respectively, as discussed in [46]. This significantly denser instrumentation compared to IceCube
DeepCore will allow to perform precision oscillation physics and test the unitary of the neutrino
mixing matrix. The second main goal is the reduction of systematic uncertainties for the IceCube
detector, in particular through a better understanding of the ice properties.

3. Ultra-high energy neutrinos
The great interest in UHE cosmic neutrinos was impressively demonstrated by a large number
of talks and posters at ICRC, where many presentations dealt with ideas or pathfinder experiments
for future detectors. In contrast to neutrino detectors in the TeV–PeV range, which all utilize the
Cherenkov effect either in ice or water, a variety of detection techniques is used or has been suggested to detect UHE neutrinos. A lot of them are based on the detection of radio signals produced
9
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Figure 8: Projected neutrino telescope landscape for high-energy astrophysics in 2025–2030.
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100 PeV range), however, are much higher than for Cherenkov-based detectors in ice or water.

extragalactic sources [18].

3.1 Diffuse flux limits and mystery events

and a harde

Ultra high-energy neutrinos are expected to be produced via the interaction of UHE protons
with the cosmic microwave background (p + γ → π + + n → e+ + νe + n) with a production threshold of E p ≈ 6 × 1019.6 eV. The resulting flux of these so-called cosmogenic neutrinos therefore
heavily depends on the composition of UHE cosmic rays as protons in heavier nuclei carry only
a fraction of the nucleus energy and the cosmic-ray flux decreases quickly with increasing energy
(see Fig. 5 left). Figure 10 displays predictions of cosmogenic neutrino fluxes for different cosmicray compositions and source evolutions. With the energy density E 2 × φ peaking around 1018 eV,
currently, the most sensitive detectors for these neutrinos are the ice-Cherenkov based IceCube detector and the air-shower based Pierre-Auger Observatory. Both experiments exclude models with
a light (proton) composition to a large extend, compatible with corresponding UHE cosmic-ray
composition measurements from Pierre Auger [50]. However, already mixed models are largely
unconstrained and heavy models predict an at least factor ten lower flux level.
Figure 3: Energy estimator distributions for track-like events (left) and showerAbove 3×1019 eV, the ANITA radio balloon experiment places the strictest constraints. In [52]
selected
events.
Thefrom
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shows
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as estimated
in this analysis an
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systematic uncertaintie
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two events from the ANITA-I and ANITA-III flights, sometimes called “mystery
simulation.
events”, defy an easy explanation. Given their horizontal polarity they match the template for
UHE cosmic rays where the radio signal directly reaches the detector. However, the two events
ANTARES has already observed a small excess of neutrino with a sign
clearly come from the Antarctic surface. This points to UHE cosmic tau neutrino candidates with
analysis
9 years
data
[19].
Recently
the data
setshower
has been
interactions in the
ice. Theof
generated
tauof
then
emerges
from
the ice producing
an air
and extended [20

from January 2016 to June 2018 for a total livetime of 3350 days. The
10
analysis of track and shower
events, has selected 50 events (27 track-like eve
events) as cosmic neutrino candidates. The Monte Carlo expectation for the
assuming the Honda [21] model for the conventional component and the E
for the prompt component, is of 36.1±8.7 events. In Fig.3 the distribution f

instantaneous effective area for the ES, DGH and DGL neutrin
is displayed in Fig. 3 (left). The Pierre Auger Observatory has
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Figure 10: Pierre Auger Observatory upper limit (90% C.L.) to the normalization k of the diffuse flux of
UHE neutrinos φν = k Eν−2 (solid straight red line). Also plotted are the upper limits to the normalization of
the diffuse flux (differential limits) with a bin width of 0.5 in log10 Eν (solid red line - Auger all channels
2 Similar limits from ANITA I+II+III [47]
and flavors; dashed red line - Auger Earth-skimming
ντ only).
n
n
and IceCube [48] are displayed along with predictions for several neutrino models. All limits and fluxes are
converted to a single flavor. Taken from [49].

Figure 2: Left: Pierre Auger Observatory upper limit (90% C.L.) to
of UHE neutrinos f = k E as given in text (solid straight red line).
normalization of the diffuse flux (differential limits) when integrating
width 0.5 in log10 En (solid red line - Auger all channels and flavors; da
thereby a radio signal with horizontal polarization. But also this explanation lacks plausibility as
nt only).
Similar limits from ANITA I+II+III [6] and IceCube [7] ar
the chord length
through the Earth is in tension with standard model cross sections. In addition, the
several
neutrino
models.
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secondarymaximum
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(magenta histogram)
through
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in the Earth.
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18 eV. Th
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3.2 New instrumentation

From the discussion above it is apparent, that instruments with significantly enhanced sensitivities are required to discover UHE neutrinos and verify the cosmogenic production paradigm. A
large variety of detection techniques has been suggested to reach this goal which can be categorized
into those using in-ice showers and those utilizing air showers. The latter can be generated either
by neutrinos interactions (deep) inside the Earth’s atmosphere or by neutrinos interacting shortly
below the surface (or in nearby mountains) with the particle shower emerging into the air. The air
showers produce radio as well as Cherenkov and fluorescence emission which can be used to detect
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d TS values for each analysis, at the position of the red lines, to their respective TS
om pseudo-experiments using time-scrambled data.
ence of a significant signal, upper limits (90% confidence level) for the time-integrated
each ANITA event using the triggered and time-integrated analyses (Figure 2). LimNeutrinos at ICRC 2019
Table 2 are set assuming an E 2 neutrino spectrum and that the source is in any
tent with the ANITA PDF.
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the utilization of electronic lenses in addition to an optical system, it features a large field-of-view
of 42◦ diameter together with arcminute angular resolution. Compared to Auger, the sensitivity
of Ashra-I is still limited and consequently no neutrino has been found up to now. An extension
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4. MeV neutrinos from core-collapse supernovae and the Sun
Though having comparatively low energies, MeV neutrinos play a decisive role in understanding key objects in the universe: core-collapse supernovae and our central star, the Sun. In particular,
with today’s instrumental capabilities the observation of MeV neutrinos from a core-collapse supernova would provide a wealth of information on this central process of the life of a massive star
which is of great importance e.g. for the generation of heavy elements. Neutrino emission from a
core-collapse supernova lasts about 10 s and the first and also last time neutrinos (all together about
two dozens) from such an event were detected was from SN1987A (see e.g. [67] and references
therein). This is because up to now detectors have been limited to supernovae in our Galaxy where
the rate is only about two per century. On the other hand, there exists a diffuse flux of MeV neutrinos from past supernovae throughout the universe (DSNB: diffuse supernova neutrino background)
which provides a continuous signal.
The Super-Kamiokande (SuperK) detector [68] located in Japan is one of the central instruments in this field. It consists of a large tank of ultra-pure water with the inner walls covered with
photomultipliers which detect the Cherenkov light from neutrino interactions. Apart from staying alert for Galactic supernovae, the detection of the DSNB is a prime physics goal. Up to now,
searches were not successful due to so far irreducible background as presented at ICRC in [69].
Key for the reduction of this background is the detection of neutrons from the inverse beta decay
reaction of the DSNB neutrinos in the detector. This can be achieved with the addition of Gadolinium to the water which has a very high neutron capture rate and emits a gamma-ray cascade with
a total energy of about 8 MeV which can be detected with high efficiency. Refurbishment of the
detector was completed in early 2019 and data taking can hopefully start soon.
Though IceCube can reconstruct individual neutrinos only above an energy of about 10 GeV
due to its sparse instrumentation, MeV neutrinos from a Galactic supernova can be detected via
the collective rise of the noise rate in its 5160 optical sensors. In particular, IceCube can measure
the time evolution of the neutrino rate from supernovae in the inner part of our Galaxy with high
14
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called Ashra-NTA, however, consisting of four stations located on Mauna Loa, would start to probe
current flux predictions after three years of observation time as shown in [58]. Finally, the authors
of [65] proposed to use the POEMMA satellite detector in a target-of-opportunity mode to search
for cosmic neutrinos above 20 PeV from transient sources.
An interesting new idea for the detection of UHE neutrinos was proposed by the authors of
[66]. In an experiment set up at SLAC, they directed an electron beam into a plastic target to simulate a 1019 eV neutrino-induced shower in ice. This shower was probed with RF radiation and
they were able to record a signal from the radar-like reflection off the ionization in the particle
shower. Compared to detection of radiation produced by the shower itself as used in ARA and ARIANNA, the authors argue that the reflected waves are detectable at a much wider range of angles,
thereby largely increasing the aperture. Furthermore, the signal amplitude could be increased by
providing higher transmitter power, which might allow to approach energy threshold close to the
IceCube energy range. How this method can be implemented in a real neutrino detector still has to
be evaluated, though.
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the energy processes in the Sun’s core.

5. Neutrino physics
Though the main target of neutrino telescopes is neutrino astronomy, they have proven to be
also excellent tools to investigate fundamental neutrino properties using oscillations of atmospheric
neutrinos (see for example [75] and [76]). Therefore, dedicated detectors with reduced sensor
spacing are now being built both in the Mediterranean Sea (KM3NeT/ORCA) and the Antarctic
ice sheet (IceCube Upgrade) which will further enhance these capabilities. The neutrino sector is
presently one of the most interesting sectors of the standard model with many unresolved questions.
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Apart from the possible existence of sterile neutrinos and the unknown nature of neutrino masses,
even fundamental properties like the absolute neutrino mass scale and the ordering of neutrino
masses are unknown.
At ICRC, the authors of [77] presented the status of KM3NeT/ORCA, currently under construction off the coast of southern France, and showed its expected sensitivity to neutrino mass
ordering and atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters. Figure 14 left shows the confidence
level contour from current IceCube analyses and the predicted sensitivity of KM3NeT/ORCA to
atmospheric oscillation parameters in comparison to other experiments, demonstrating the important role of neutrino telescopes in this field. The full KM3NeT/ORCA detector will also be able to
measure the neutrino mass ordering with a significance of ∼ 3σ or better after three years of data
taking as depicted in Fig. 14 right. Furthermore, the IceCube Upgrade [46], to be installed in the
2022/23 season, will significantly enhance IceCube’s sensitivity in neutrino physics as presented in
[78] and displayed in Fig. 14 left with respect to oscillation parameters. In particular, this extension
will allow IceCube to obtain a tau neutrino normalization measurement with an uncertainty better
than 10%, thereby testing the unitary of the neutrino mixing matrix with unprecedented precision.
In combination with JUNO, the IceCube Upgrade will also be sensitive to the mass ordering at the
> 3σ level after two years of data taking of each experiment [79].
Another interesting property, which becomes accessible with large-scale neutrino telescopes,
is the neutrino cross section at TeV–PeV energies where physics beyond the standard model could
lead to an alteration of the cross-section. Previous measurements at accelerators were limited to
less than 1 TeV. With the Earth as interaction target, the authors of [80] presented at ICRC an
improved measurements of the all-flavor neutrino cross-section with the IceCube detector in the
energy range between 60 TeV and 10 PeV. They found that the measurement agrees well with the
standard model prediction though the uncertainties are still large.
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Two years after the first likely association of a high-energy neutrino with a source (AGN
TXS 0506+056) in a multi-messenger campaign and subsequent finding of an neutrino flare in
archival IceCube data, the astrophysics community is still struggling to form a consistent global
picture from the observations. Simple one-zone production models don’t seem to explain the
multi-messenger data whereas multi-zone models are not yet sufficiently constrained to allow for
conclusions. Nevertheless, blazars are increasingly seen as prime sites for high-energy neutrino
production, with high-luminosity blazars appearing to be efficient neutrino emitters but inefficient
production sites for ultra-high energy cosmic rays. The TXS 0506+056 event has also demonstrated the prime importance of a smoothly working infrastructure for multi-messenger campaigns
to identify and understand the sources of the cosmic rays, and a lot of work has went into this area.
Six years after the first observation of high-energy cosmic neutrinos, spectrum and flavor composition of the neutrino flux is measured with increasing accuracy. In particular, tau-electron degeneracy starts to get broken with the identification of two tau neutrino candidates in IceCube data
which lead to the first best-fit non-zero tau fraction. The number of observed high-energy neutrinos between 100 TeV and 10 PeV, however, remains limited so that, despite indications for varying
spectral indices between IceCube analyses, no significant deviation from a simple power law can
be derived yet. From the phenomenological side, so-called cosmic reservoir models could explain
the observation that roughly equal energy density is found in gamma rays, high-energy neutrinos
and ultra-high energy cosmic rays. As these models a.o. predict a break around PeV energies in the
neutrino spectrum, they should be testable with future detector like IceCube-Gen2 or an extended
KM3NeT detector.
From the discussion above it becomes clear that, despite breakthroughs and significant progress
in the past years, new neutrino detectors with increased sensitivity are required to answer the open
questions. This not only holds for the TeV to PeV energy range but in particular also for the
ultra-high energy range between 100 PeV and EeV, where up to now only upper limits have been
obtained. At TeV to PeV energies, several cubic-kilometer scale neutrino telescopes are either under construction (KM3NeT, Baikal-GVD) or in the planning phase (IceCube-Gen2, P-ONE). With
the completion of KM3NeT and Baikal-GVD in the first half of the next decade, we will for the first
time have cubic-kilometer scale detectors both in the northern and southern hemisphere, providing
full-sky coverage in all observation channels and many possibilities for combined analyses. But
neutrino telescopes have turned out to be also excellent tools for the investigation of fundamental
neutrino properties like oscillation parameters, neutrino mass ordering and neutrino-related physics
beyond the standard model (e.g. sterile neutrinos, non-standard cross-sections). This has lead to the
current construction of dedicated detectors (KM3NeT/ORCA, IceCube Upgrade) which are optimized for GeV energies. In the ultra-high energy range, the most optimistic models for cosmogenic
neutrinos from the interaction of ultra-high energy cosmic rays with the micro-wave background
have been ruled out by observations from the Pierre Auger Observatory and IceCube. In order
to increase the sensitivity by a factor ten, required to probe also models for a heavier cosmic-ray
composition, several new detectors are being proposed which use either radio, Cherenkov or scintillation light emitted by neutrino induced particle showers in ice or in air.
Though the main focus at ICRC was on high-energy neutrinos, MeV neutrinos will quickly
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